HOME LEARNING IDEAS FROM
GLOUCESTER NURSERY SCHOOL – 3rd Edition – JANUARY 2021
Dear Parents/Carers,
This is our third home learning publication. Some parents have sent some lovely photographs, videos and observations of their
children doing some exciting learning experiences including making cheese and pickle sandwiches, building. Look at the back of
the home learning pack to see what they have been up to. We are missing the children and would love to hear any feedback from
you. Please contact us via e-mail: head@gloucester.northants-ecl.gov.uk. If photographs are sent via Tapestry we can
incorporate them in our home learning pack but we cannot send any photographs of identified children. Although Family Workers
are unable to respond individually to your comments due to reduced staffing numbers, I am happy to do so.

Look out for our videos: reading a story, learning how to make cornflour slime and cooking.
Happy Birthday to the following children, celebrating their birthdays between 18th January and 24th January

WOW! 3 years old: Libbie and Harry

The Nursery………To date we currently have 2 bubbles of children: one bubble of up to 16 children in G3 and another bubble of
approximately 14 children located in the Nurture Nest consisting of a mixture of G2 and Nurture Nest children.
Remember social distancing. Keep safe.
Best wishes,
Julia and the team at Gloucester Nursery School
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Explore mirrors…look at your
reflection, use paint

Fun ideas to do with
2, 3 and 4 year olds

Make a posting game; reinforce colour
recognition and names

Play a board game with a dice,
counting the spots on the dice and
moving along the board. (To make
this more challenging, add an
extra dice, roll both and count the
total number of spots).
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Get physical
The children at the nursery have been
enjoying Joe Wicks daily workout and also
practising yoga – children’s yoga YouTube

Can you make up a story about:





Make a vegetable or fruit face with
crackers or rice cakes

Magic keys



Play shops at home with adults:
Find some items to sell (tins, toys etc)



Write prices for the items together



Encourage the adult and child to take on the role of



customer and shopkeeper. Use real money (1ps)
Ask your child to give you different amounts of money.
Pose different problems: If the orange is 2p and the

A castle
Your favourite superhero and

banana is 1p how much does it cost altogether? Give your
child the incorrect money so they have to give you
change?

yourself
Tell your story to an adult. They might
write it down and send it to us so that
next week we can share it in the home
learning pack.
Water Xylophone

Collect some glass bottles and jars, and fill
them with water, adding food dye for extra
visual impact. Use spoons or percussion
sticks to strike them, and listen out for the
different notes and tones that they make.
Experiment with water levels, and discover
what happens. See if you can put the bottles
in order from the lowest to highest note.
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Be a detective and investigate….

OUTSIDE….
How many birds can you see? What sort of bird are they?
How many red cars can you see?
INSIDE…
Can you find 4 things made of plastic, wood, metal?
How do you get water into the taps? Can you explore
freezing water into different shapes? How can you stop or
slow down the melting process?

Have you thought about?
Building a den. You could ask your child to help make lunch and eat together in your den? Send us in some photographs of your den.
Find somewhere cosy, snuggle up and read your favourite book! Why don’t you build a den at home together? You can use a table; chairs with
blankets/towels; cushions; fairy lights; torches; and quilts/blankets/pillows for a cosy interior.

Some quick games to play………
What Am I?





Your child closes their eyes and you hide any object from the room behind your back. You must describe the object while your
child guesses what it is. Use riddle phrases such as ‘I am long’, ‘I am shiny’, ‘I am used to eat with’, ‘I hold liquids’, ‘What am I’?
(A spoon). Give as many clues as you need to until your child guesses the object. When your child guesses correctly, it is then
their turn to hide an object behind their back and describe it.
This game is about finding the words to explain something. It will expand your child’s vocabulary of adjectives and verbs.
The reason you should go first is to model how to use descriptive phrases without giving away what the object it. The younger
your child, the simpler and more obvious the clues will be that they use but as they get older they will learn how to be more
cryptic.

Which One Doesn’t Fit?
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Choose a category (without saying it out loud)· Say a list of 4 or 5 words, all belonging to the category, except one word which
should not belong to that category. Your child must spot the word that doesn’t belong. Eg. Apple, peach, banana, fish (fruits fish is the odd word). Book, sock, bed, plate, pillow (things found in a bedroom - plate is the odd word)

Be a scientist………How to make a volcano
Volcanic eruptions are one of the most powerful natural forces on our planet. Making your own miniature erupting volcano is a
great, safe way to start learning about these incredible geological features.
For the volcano model:







Two A3 sheets of card
200 ml plastic bottle
Pencil
Scissors
Tape
Paint and paintbrushes

For the eruption:
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Small bowl
Cup
1 tbsp bicarbonate of soda (baking soda)
1 tbsp washing up liquid
2 tbsp water
½ cup vinegar
1 tbsp red food colouring

The volcano model:
1. Place your bottle upside down in the centre of a sheet of card and draw a small
circle around the neck.
2. Cut a straight line through the card to the middle of the circle and cut it out.
3. Overlap the two sides of the card to make a cone shape. Tape this into place,
leaving a hole where you cut out the circle. Cut around the base of the cone so

4.

5.

that it sits flat, but make sure that it is still taller than your bottle.
Place the cone over the bottle. Tape the top of the paper cone to the neck of
the bottle to hold it in place. Tape the base of the cone to the other sheet of
card.
Use paint to decorate the cone and make it look like a volcano. Allow your model
to fully dry.

The eruption:
1.
2.
3.
4.

In a bowl, combine the bicarbonate of soda and washing up liquid. Add the water
and mix thoroughly. Pour this mixture into your volcano.
In a cup, mix together the vinegar and food colouring.
When you’re ready, pour the vinegar into the bottle with the bicarbonate. Wait
for it to erupt and watch how the lava flows.
Experiment with different amounts of bicarbonate and vinegar and see how the
volcano eruption changes.

USEFUL WEBSITES:
Parent Information: remember to keep children safe Keeping under 5’s safe online – Childnet Internet
www.teachyourmonstertoread.com (website free, app isn't)
www.youtube.com/user/gonoodle - fun dancing/moving game
www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies - have loads of games
https://youtu.be/rR2Zb7TbiOA
www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga
www.youtube.com/user/natashalamb - beginner sign language for children
www.crickweb.co.uk - has an early years page with 16 free games
www.literacytrust.org.uk - has a birth to 4 page family zone with apps to download
Joe Wicks is doing a free kids workout every morning at 9am. On YouTube just enter 'PE with Joe'.
Audible are doing free kids books while schools are closed - stories.audible.com
www.phonicsplay.co.uk has free games but the subscribed activities are free while school is closed. The Username is March20 and password is hoe
www.letter-and-sounds.com has downloadable resources
www.twinkl.co.uk has free resources to print off
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Look at what the children and parents
have been doing this week

1. Making chocolate brownies
2. Art work using vegetables
3. Ice decorations
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4. Cheese and pickle sandwiches
5. Elastic band guitar
6. Experiments with paint

Look at what the children and parents
have been doing this week

1. Melting ice and larva lamp
2. Playing the saucepan drums
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3. Making a sandwich
4. Playing with slime

5. Favourite story book

Look at what the children and parents
have been doing this week

1. Making the rainbow
2. Flying a kite
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3. Copying patterns using lego
4. Writing

5. Playing a shopping game
6. Making banana smoothies

